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PERFORMANCE THAT MATTERS

Flame-resistant
fabrics engineered
for highest safety
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Building a Legacy of Innovation

Restless Innovation

From its humble beginnings as a small woolen fabrics distributor in 1865, 
MillikenTM has turned into a powerhouse materials science expert, blazing 
the trail in technological innovations across the fields of textiles, flooring, 
specialty chemicals and healthcare. Recognizing that a single molecule 
has the potential to change the world, our innovators are constantly chal-
lenging themselves to use materials creatively to design products that 
push performance boundaries to achieve meaningful outcomes. To date, 
MillikenTM’s relentless engagement in research and development has pro-
duced over 5,500 patents.  

Responsible Performance

At MillikenTM, we take pride in achieving our bold visions by striving to do 
the right thing in every decision we make.  

MillikenTM’s endeavor to positively contribute to our world through innova-
tion is based on profound respect and care for each other, our customers 
and the planet we all share. This commitment is why we uphold the princi-
ples of honesty and integrity in how we manufacture, source and promote 
safety. 

Since our inception as a manufacturer, MillikenTM has taken full responsi-
bility for our manufacturing practices and strives to minimize its impact on 
the environment. Our accountability is reflected in our transparency with 
our zero waste to landfill policy, commitment to invest in renewable energy 
and forays into ventures that can lead to simultaneously recycling fabrics 
and reusable plastics. 

We not only produce the  
world’s best FR fabrics but also  
manufacture a large number of  
innovative products to enhance 
your everyday lives. 
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Furthermore, our commitment to ethical business practices through  
our socially responsible supplier partners who we select because they  
share our meticulous standards. We expect suppliers to uphold the princi-
ples of our Supplier Code of Conduct that supports diversity, sustainability  
and ethics.

We ensure the safety and well-being of our associates above all else.  
We know that a safe, empowered workforce is critical to our success as 
a company. Therefore, we diligently train our associates to perform their 
jobs safely, ensure our equipment can be operated in a responsible man-
ner, eliminate workplace hazards, and comply with applicable safety and 
health laws and regulations. With one of the lowest total incident and in-
jury rates of North American manufacturers over multiple decades, we 
have been inducted into the “America’s Safest Companies Hall of Fame” 
by EHS Today. 

Sustainability Mindset

MillikenTM strives for 100% adherence to environmental regulations and 
0% waste generation in all media by continuously improving all of our 
business operations. Specifically, the MillikenTM Carpet Landfill Diversion 
Program helps customers reuse, recycle or convert used carpet into new 
energy. Additionally, we utilize reusable containers for many of our textile 
products to help eliminate excess cardboard waste. Our team also recycles 
nonwoven scraps to produce new nonwoven materials and donates textile 
remnants to local charities for repurposing.

By 2025, we aim to reach our goals to help build a more sustainable world 
by reducing indexed greenhouse gas emissions, water usage and solid 
waste by 25% and increasing renewable energy use by 10 times.

Our Awards

Our innumerable awards attest to the integrity our MillikenTM Identity.  

This is why MillikenTM can proudly stand by our QUALITY PRODUCTS, 
our IMPECCABLE ENGINEERING and our DEDICATED PEOPLE. 

America’s Best 
Mid-Sized 
Employers

by Forbes

R&D100 
Awards

 World’s Most 
Ethical 

Companies
by Ethisphere 

 for 14 years 
in a row 

 American 
Safest 

Companies
by EHS Today
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The MillikenTM Heritage
Our Innovation Story

MillikenTM did not become a bold, innovative and dynamic multi-industry 
expert and leader overnight. Rather, our enduring success is built upon 
150 years of innovation, ethics, and sustainability, passed from generation 
to generation. Our predecessors courageously pioneered perspectives, 
facilities, and processes, while simultaneously forging a path of success 
and building a strong foundation for MillikenTM’s growth.  

MillikenTM’s story is one of many firsts from the very beginning, even prior 
to its technological innovations. Once MillikenTM transitioned from woo-
len fabrics distribution to manufacturing, it already showed concern for its 
impact on the environment.  MillikenTM was ahead of its time in publishing 
its first recycling policy in 1901 and investing in renewable energy in 1912. 
Its self-designed textile mill, constructed during World War II, would set 
the industry standard. Equipped with air-conditioning and fluorescent li-
ghtning, this first-ever textile mill of its kind would ensure optimal climate 
conditions for textile fibers and optimal illumination for detecting knots 
and torn threads.   

MillikenTM initiated its technological journey in 1965, starting with a  dedi-
cated research team of six engineers and scientists. Over the next three 
decades, MillikenTM’s research organization would go on to revolutionize 
the textile, chemical and floor covering industries through memorable in-
novations, such as its yarn for producing one-size stretch women’s hosiery, 
self-ironing fabric made from cellulose fibers, the invention of the first 
polymer bound chemical and carpet/rug-printing technologies to create 
specialized carpet and rug designs. 

As MillikenTM continued expanding its operations across industries and 
markets over the decades, it never strayed from its founders’ early com-
mitment to the preservation of the environment. MillikenTM published its 
first environmental policy in 1990, launched its “Zero Waste to Landfill” po-
licy in 1992, joined the U.S. Green Building Council in 1998 and harvested 
landfill methane for energy in 2005. Throughout our journey of success, 
we have shown unwavering leadership in addressing production waste, in-
vesting in renewable energy, and protecting water supplies.
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The MillikenTM Way
Our Global Success

Its workforce of over 8,000 associates, including  
a network of sales, design, and customer service te-
ams in over 50 countries, work in four divisions — 
Chemical, Textile, Floor Covering and Healthcare. 

MillikenTM’s 11,000 industrial and consumer products 
can be found in the apparel, automotive, building and 
infrastructure, consumables, durables, hospitality,  
industrial, medical, military and packaging markets. 
We feel privileged that MillikenTM has become a vital 
way of life for our customers. 

Today, MillikenTM is a diversified industrial company 
with more than 40 manufacturing locations spread 
across the US, the UK, Belgium, France, Mexico and 
China. 

11,000
INDUSTRIAL 

& CONSUMER
PRODUCTS

Our Businesses

With our proprietary technologies and 
state-of-the-art engineering, MillikenTM 
has been at the forefront of developing 
and improving products that revolutio-
nize the standards of quality and effecti-
veness for professionals and consumers. 
Apart from improving appearance, per-
formance, and productivity, some of our 
products like our heat- and chemical-
-resistant fabrics have even helped to 
save lives! 

Chemical: Creative,  
Innovative Solutions    

MillikenTM’s Chemical Division combines 
scientific, technical and creative insights 
to provide specialized innovations that 
help manufacturers improve the perfor-
mance, appearance and productivity of 
their products. 

Our AlphaSan® silver-based antimicro-
bial additives, used in plastics, polymers, 
medical devices, and a wide variety of 
textiles and consumer goods, protect 
against odors, discoloration and other 
problems caused by microbial conta-
mination. Our Hyperform® HPNTM 
family of performance additives resolve 
production issues of shrinkage, warpage 
and stiffness/impact balance in produc-
tion processes to improve productivity 
and lower costs. 

>40
MANUFACTURING 

LOCATIONS

>8,000
ASSOCIATES
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Textiles: We Don’t Just Use 
Technology - We Invent It

MillikenTM’s Textile Division has significantly grown since its humble origins in 
1865. With one of the world’s largest private textile research facilities and 26 
additional facilities across the globe, we’re proud of our reputation for innova-
tion, excellence and integrity. Perhaps, most of all, we pride ourselves on our 
longevity. Even when the U.S. textile industry met hardships as operations mo-
ved overseas in the latter part of the 20th century, MillikenTM’s Textile Division 
persevered byadapting to market realities and pivoting focus and resources to 
achieve greater heights than ever before.

Today, MillikenTM’s Textiles is an industry leader, offering a wide variety of in-
novative textile solutions—from table linens to speciality interiors, and apparel 
fabrics to performance fabrics—that enhance comfort, ensure durability and 
ultimately save lives. At MillikenTM, we stay at the forefront of technological 
advances in the performance textile industry, constantly striving to make our 
products stronger, safer, more durable and more sustainable. When existing 
technologies don’t cut it, our leading team of researchers, chemists, engineers 
and developers create unique best-in-class technical solutions. 

Floor Covering: 
Over a Century of Stewardship

With expert knowledge in Carpet, Luxury Vinyl Tile and Protective Flooring, 
MillikenTM Floor Covering specializes in delivering design-driven and resear-
ch-based flooring solutions targeted at designers, dealers, contractors and 
end-users. 

MillikenTM’s innovative WEllBACTM open cell cushion backing re-inflates after 
compression to protect carpet fibers for longer periods than most carpets; our 
engineers specially designed the cushion-backed carpet to absorb the specific 
decibel level of ambient noise to allow for conversations without raising one’s 
voice. To further support our customers, our award-winning product design 
studios and manufacturing locations around the globe feature region-specific 
and global-focused product portfolios to provide inspiration and availability.

Healthcare: 
Improving Patient Lives 

MillikenTM Healthcare, our newest Division,  was established because of our 
creative dexterity in introducing existing MillikenTM technologies to untapped, 
but relevant, markets. Working alongside clinicians and field representatives, 
we tailored our innovations to create products that can enhance patient care. 
Our Active Fluid Management® woundcare technology preserves optimal 
moisture and protects the patient’s healthy skin from maceration, and our  
CoFlex® TLC compression systems with visual indicators ensure that  
clinicians are able to achieve the correct level of comfort and compression for 
their patients. 



Performance Solutions: We Don’t Just 
Teach Solutions - We Live Them

Performance Solutions by MillikenTM is the professional culmination of the 
successful work in our Divisions. Our own operations management systems 
provide the ultimate proof that MillikenTM applies a tried-and-tested, practitio-
ner-based approach to help clients improve their productivity, quality, safety 
and performance across many functional areas. In fact, CEOs and key deci-
sion-makers attend on-site visits to see the MillikenTM Performance System 
in action through real-life demonstrations. MillikenTM’s business practitioners 
havedecades of training and experience in the MillikenTM approach so they 
can directly benefit each client’s unique needs. Performance Solutions recei-
ved the Value in Excellence award at ADM’s 2020 Supplier Award for its work 
in helping companies transform their culture to achieve significant improve-
ments in operations, safety and sustainability. 
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As part of our vision to improve quality of life 
for all, MillikenTM supports programs, from 
community partnerships to global non-pro-
fit organizations. MillikenTM associates serve 
on a spectrum of boards and committees to 
remain actively engaged with groups that in-
clude the American Red Cross, Spartanburg 
Philharmonic and Big Brothers Big Sisters of 
the Upstate. Through our MillikenTM Gives 
program, we empower our associates to of-
fer their time, talents and financial support 
to make a meaningful, local impact on the 
causes of their choice. To date, our associates 
have clocked 10,000 volunteer hours!  

In the words of our President and CEO, 
Halsey Cook:

It is all part and parcel of the MillikenTM Way 
and our MillikenTM Identity.

MillikenTM Cares
Community Partnerships

Our values compel us  
to stand in solidarity.
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A MillikenTM Brand

02

At WestexTM by MillikenTM, we pride ourselves on being the world’s largest 
producer of superior flame-resistant (FR) fabric. Backed by 150 years of 
Milliken innovation, we know what it takes to engineer a fabric that can su-
pport a true guarantee of flame resistance for the life of the garment.

We go further than anyone else to ensure your workers are protected, com-
fortable and able to return home safely each night.  With tens of millions 
of yards shipped for over 100 years, WestexTM fabrics have delivered on 
our guarantee under the harshest test conditions, and more importantly, 
in the field. 

At the heart of our commitment is engineering: scientific expertise and 
advanced, custom-made equipment that guarantees flame resistance for 
the life of the garment. When you combine this high level of protection 
with our proprietary fabric softening process and double-shrunk tech-
nology, it’s easy to understand why thousands of end-users globally have 
specified WestexTM fabrics. 

Because when it comes to safety, we will not compromise. 
It’s that simple.

Uncompromising 
Protection

At WestexTM, we recognize how critical the flame-resistant fabric of  
a garment is in protecting the life of the wearer.

Over the past half century, WestexTM has been consistently producing the 
highest-quality FR aramid, cotton and cotton blend fabrics by continuing 
to invest in innovative R&D and building the most advanced systems, equi-
pment and technology.

Let’s join forces 
so that together 
we can achieve 
performance that matters

10
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This is why millions of workers in so many industries, including electrical 
maintenance, electric and gas utilities, oil, gas, petrochemical, chemical, 
military, and metals wear garments made from the Westex fabric line. 

Total 
Comfort

When flame-resistant fabric is comfortable for the wearers, they are more 
likely to wear the attire — and wear it properly. 

Through years of innovation, we have been able to provide our wearers 
with the natural comfort characteristics of cotton with our UltraSoft®, In-
dura® fabrics, and UltraSoft AC®. Moreover, we guarantee these fabri-
cs to retain their flame resistance for the life of the garment. Workers can 
work in absolute comfort and peace of mind. 

Optimal 
Value

Our continuous fine-tuning of our engineering is also part and parcel of 
our aim to ensure that we can offer our end-user companies optimal value 
for quality products. 

Global 
Leadership

Westex is a trusted and acknowledged global leader with a network that 
spans the world. Boasting of over 750,000 square feet of manufacturing 
and warehousing in two domestic facilities and three state-of-the-art pro-
duction lines for our inventory, Westex is available to provide unparalleled, 
worldwide support to the protective clothing marketplace. 

This is why when people talk about FR fabrics, the brand that automati-
cally springs to mind is WestexTM — the industry name that is synonymous 
with uncompromising standards.  

Educational 
Outreach

As the world’s largest producer of durable FR cotton and cotton-blended 
fabrics, we have made it our responsibility to  educate the people who 
need it most — fabric purchasers and the workers that wear our fabric. 

Through our extensive educational outreach, we have helped millions  
of workers better understand arc flash, flash fire, and other thermal ha-
zards. Our provision of technical and educational information on industry 
standards and FR clothing provides insights and support that our custo-
mers appreciate. 
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Overview
WestexTM’s FR Fabric Technology

Because Just Meeting  
the Standards is Not Enough 

There is a great deal of science that goes into making 
any type of FR fabric. The truth is that manufactu-
ring FR fabrics is complicated, and the fabric is the 
key part of the garment’s Arc Flash and Flash Fire 
protection. 

At WestexTM, our proprietary technology gives us 
complete control over safety and comfort — from 
start to finish. 

You need to have 
100% trust that your 
supplier can deliver  
on its promise —
when lives depend  
on it.
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With our state-of-the-art equipment, advanced 
proprietary processes, and patented technologies, 
our team of engineers at WestexTM is uniquely 
equipped to deliver the best possible AR/ FR fa-
brics in the marketplace.

The WestexTM commitment extends beyond the critical engineering tech-
nology to internal and external testing and unmatched technical support, 
which comprises: 

WestexTM Flame-Resistant 
Guarantee 

Specialized 
Softening Process 

Double-Shrink 
Technology 

To deliver on this guarantee, we use proprietary engineering processes in-
volving customized fabric-preparation processes and specially-designed 
equipment to develop, monitor, and test the fabric.

For ultimate softness and comfort, we put our fabrics through a multi-step 
softening process to produce the preferred fabric feel and natural cotton 
comfort. 

Our superior proprietary double-shrunk technology is engineered into 
every yard of UltraSoft®, UltraSoft AC®, and Indura® fabric. 

This brochure provides an overview of the WestexTM FR Fabric Technology 
and a description of the characteristics of WestexTM brand fabrics in balan-
cing the three crucial factors significant to the implementation of a protec-
tive clothing program: Protection, Comfort, and Value. 

Knowledgeable WestexTM representatives are available to assist with any 
questions you may have. Please call us for free at +65 6593 1308, email us 
at FRinfo@milliken.com or visit www.westex.asia. 
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03 Summary

WestexTM offers an extensive and robust portfolio 
of AR/FR fabrics that include various types 
of fibers, yarns and FR technologies.

We guarantee all of our product lines to be flame resistant for the life  
of the garment. Our team of engineers uses state-of-the-art equipment, 
advance proprietary processes and patented technologies to deliver the 
best possible AR/FR fabrics in the marketplace — many are certified to 
both NFPA and EN standards.

Minimum body burn

Excellent durability and shrinkage control

Superior softness to optimize comfort

Proven Protection 
History of performance (75+ years)

FR Performance 
Life of the garment guaranteed!
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Our partners in Asia

Malaysia
Petrochem Safety
sales@petrochemsafety.com 
+60355697595

WestexTM 
Asia Head Office

438A Alexandra Rd, 
Alexandra Technopark,
Singapore 119968

Singapore
QMT Safety
sales@qmtsafety.com 
+65 6295 6896

Indonesia
Pt Mardohar Catur Tunggal Gaya
marketing@mardohar.com 
+62 21 532 1855

China
Shanghai Moonland  
Fashion Accessories Co.
china-wx@wholesafety-group.com.cn 
+86 21 6112 7066

Sichuan Yiwei 
Garment Co. Ltd.
dcxdong@qq.com 
+86 135 4087 2157

India
Atlas Products
ppc@atlasprotectiveproducts.com 
+9178780 15794 

Saurya HSE
info@sauryahse.com 
+91 22 4065 5555

Korea
Atlas Products
ppc@atlasprotectiveproducts.com 
+9178780 15794

Saurya HSE
info@sauryahse.com 
+912240655555

Brunei
K.M.S.T. Sdn Bhd
enquiries@kmstgroup.com 
+6733337406

Thailand
Crosstex Co. Ltd
crosstex@ksc.th.com 
+66 2 919 9877

Japan
Ohnaka Industries
skmjp@thepro.co.jp 
+81 6 6751 2224

Australia
Stewart and Heaton 
Clothing Company
protex@shcc.com.au
+61 3 8480 9700

TuffaFR
tuffa@tuffa.com.au
+61 3 9590 0900
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Please note: as each customer’s use of our product may be different, information we provide, 
including without limitation, test results, recommendations, samples, care/ labeling/ proces-
sing instructions or marketing advice, is provided in good faith but without warranty and wi-
thout accepting any responsibility/liability. Any test results reported are based on standard 
laboratory testing but should not be used to predict performance in actual fire situations. 
Each customer must test and be responsible for their own specific use, further processing, 
labeling, marketing, etc. All sales are exclusively subject to our standard terms of sale pos-
ted at www.milliken.com/terms (all additional/ different terms are rejected) unless explicitly 
agreed otherwise in a signed writing. Use caution near sources of flame or intense heat, and 
follow the care instructions — Do not launder with bleach or fabric softeners. Any FR lifetime 
guarantees are subject to the limitations and conditions in the forgoing terms of sale and care 
instructions. Westex™, Milliken™ and Synergy™ are trademarks  of Milliken & Company.


